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ABSTRACT: This paper reports a laboratory-based case study for the
characterization of deposits from a crude cooler and reboilers in a Saudi
Aramco refinery by microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) using
microbial, metallurgic, and special analyses and correlates the Rietveld
quantitative phase analysis of high-resolution X-ray powder diffraction (XRD)
data of scale deposits with microbe compositions. Therefore, rapid in-field
microbiological assays could be carried out to assess the potential of MIC.
Based on the results, it can be highlighted that the MIC investigation showed
that total bacteria and sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) were detected in all
sampling locations. Methanogens, acid-producing bacteria, and sulfate-
reducing archaea were not detected in all samples. Iron-oxidizing bacteria
(IOB) were detected in the solid samples from reboilers C and D. Low loads
of general bacteria and low levels of microbes with MIC potential were
detected in both C and D samples. The trace amount of corrosion products in one sample and the low level of MIC microbes cannot
justify the contribution of MIC microbes in the formation of accumulated solids in the system. The findings recommend conducting
frequent sampling and analysis including water, oil, and solid from upstream locations to have more decisive evidence of the
likelihood of the scale formation and possible contribution of MIC in the formation of deposits in the plant. Subsequently,
quantitative phase analysis of XRD data of scale deposits by the Rietveld method revealed that the major phase is calcium sulfate in
the form of anhydrate and the minor phases are calcium carbonate in the form of calcite and aragonite, silicon oxide in the form of
quartz, and iron oxide corrosion product in the form of magnetite. The results are supported by high-resolution wavelength-
dispersive X-ray fluorescence (WDXRF) results. These accurate and reproducible X-ray crystallography findings obtained from
Rietveld quantitative phase analysis can guide the field engineers at the refineries and gas plants to overcome the problems of the
affected equipment by drawing up the right procedures and taking preventive actions to stop the generation of these particular
deposits.

1. INTRODUCTION

Kannan et al.1 reviewed the analytical methods used for
detecting microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) in the
oil and gas industry and used a combination of morphological,
compositional, electrochemical, and biological analyses of 77
studies on MIC. They showed that the microbiological assay
techniques (e.g., metagenomics and metabolomics techniques)
provide a rapid tool to evaluate MIC of corrosion deposits from
refineries and gas plants. Additionally, a laboratory case study of
MIC is required to obtain reproducible results and accurately
and precisely simulate field conditions. They suggested that one
of the keys to rapidly and directly detect the MIC in the affected
equipment on-site without transporting the corrosion products
to off-field characterization facilities. Additionally, the database
will add impact to MIC and can be deployed in the field for
biosensor identification, which includes the use of quantitative

polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) for key performance
indicators.
The accumulated sludge deposits or solid deposits play a

destructive role by damaging equipment in oil and gas facilities.
Such damage can lead to shutting down of the facilities, which
results in loss of production, expensive repairs, and corrective
treatment to resume working again efficiently.2−5 The ex-
changers are designed as once-through reboilers (see Figure 1).
The column bottom temperature is maintained at 95 °C to meet
the bottom product specifications. Crude oil return from the
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reboilers enters the column below the chimney tray. Reboiler-
generated vapor travels up the column through the chimney tray
risers. Heat is supplied to the stabilizer reboilers by the heating
media from a hot belt reboiler system. The stabilizer bottom
pumps transfer the stabilized crude oil product from the column
bottom on level control and undergo initial cooling by
exchanging heat with the column middle feed in the stabilizer
feed preheaters. The cooler and the reboilers are not directly
connected as per the following functional description.6,7

1.1. Crude Cooler. The stabilized crude oil cooler is an air-
cooled exchanger, which cools the stabilized crude from the
bottom of the stabilizer column before the crude flows to the
crude oil storage tanks. The cooler is designed to cool 924 095
kg/h (2 037 260 lb/h) of crude from 122.9 °C (or 253.3 °F) to
56.7 °C (or 134.0 °F) for summer operation and 944 144 kg/h
(2 081 460 lb/h) from 92.4 °C (or 198.3 °F) to 25.6 °C (or 78.0
°F) for winter operation.8

1.2. Stabilizer Reboilers A/B/C/D. Internal reflux arriving
at the bottom of the stabilizer column is collected in the bottom
chimney tray and fed to the four (4) stabilizer reboilers. The
exchangers are designed as once-through reboilers. The column
bottom temperature is maintained at 95 °C (203 °F) tomeet the
bottom product specifications. Crude oil return from the
reboilers enters the column below the chimney tray. Reboiler-
generated vapors travel up the column through the chimney tray
risers.
Heat is supplied to the stabilizer reboilers by the heating

media from the hot belt reboiler system. The stabilizer bottom

pumps transfer the stabilized crude oil product from the column
bottom on level control and undergo initial cooling by
exchanging heat with the column middle feed in the stabilizer
feed preheaters. The cooler and the reboilers are not connected,
and there are other processes between them.8

1.3. Objectives. In this study, the overall objectives of this
paper are divided into two parts. Part I is to conduct a
laboratory-based case study for the characterization of the
deposits from a crude cooler and reboilers in a Saudi Aramco
refinery by MIC using microbial, metallurgic, and special
analyses; the Karl Fisher moisture test; a sulfur content test;
environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM); and
wavelength-dispersive X-ray fluorescence (WDXRF) spectrom-
etry and correlate the findings to the microbe compositions so
that rapid in-field microbiological assays could be carried out to
assess the potential of MIC. The additional significantly
important objective of Part II is to determine accurately and
precisely which phases were involved in the accumulated
deposits and their contents quantitatively by Rietveld refine-
ment9−16 of whole X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns of
the inorganic crystalline material part of the deposits.2−5 The
accurate and reproducible X-ray crystallography findings can
guide the field engineers at the refineries and gas plants to
facilitate efficient cleaning of the equipment by drawing up the
right procedures and taking preventive actions to stop the
generation of these particular deposits.

Figure 1. (A) Schematics layout of crude cooler stabilizer reboilers A, B, C, and D. (B) Physical appearance of the deposits collected from reboilers B,
C, and D.
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2. EXPERIMENTS

2.1. Sampling. Figure 1A shows the one oil sample received
from the crude cooler. Subsequently, Figure 1B depicts three
solid deposits collected from reboilers B, C, and D. The as-
received deposits from reboiler B were oily, and therefore, the
authors performed the separation of the inorganic crystalline
material part (nonhydrocarbon) of the sludge deposits from the
hydrocarbon part.2−5 The as-received deposits were gray dry
from reboiler C and black dry from reboiler D.
In this experiment, the characterizations of these deposits

were divided into two parts. Part I is to characterize the deposits
by MIC using microbial, metallurgic, and special analyses; the
Karl Fisher moisture test; the sulfur content test; ESEM; and
WDXRF spectrometry and correlate the X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) element concentrations to the microbe compositions so
that rapid in-field microbiological assays could be carried out to
assess the potential of MIC. Part II is significantly important
challenging to determine accurately and precisely quantitative
phase analysis of whole X-ray powder diffraction patterns of the
inorganic crystalline material part of the deposits by Rietveld
refinement, which provide reproducible results and therefore
can guide the engineers at the affected refineries and gas plants
to overcome the problems by devising the right corrective
procedures.
2.2. Part I: Microbiological Analysis, Karl Fisher

Moisture Test, Sulfur Content Test, ESEM, and WDXRF
Spectrometry. 2.2.1. Microbiological Analysis. MIC inves-
tigation was conducted to determine the load and types of
microbes in oil and solid samples using the advanced molecular
technique, which is based on molecular microbiology for
detection of different of MIC groups, such as total bacteria
(BA)17, sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB),18−20 acid-producing
bacteria (APB),20,21 iron-oxidizing bacteria (IOB),22−24 sulfate-
reducing archaea (SRA),17,24 and methanogens (MET) using
the quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) techni-
que.25−27

2.2.2. Oil Sample Special Test Examination by Karl Fisher
Moisture Test D-6304 and Sulfur Content Test D-4294. The
Karl Fisher moisture test D-4294 method covers the direct
determination of water in the range of 10−25 000.00 mg/kg
entrained water in petroleum products and hydrocarbons using
automated instrumentation. This test method also covers the
indirect analysis of water thermally removed from samples and
swept with dry inert gas into the Karl Fischer titration cell.
Mercaptan, sulfide (S− orH2S), sulfur, and other compounds are
known to interfere with this test method. This test method is
intended for use with commercially available coulometric Karl
Fischer reagents and for the determination of water in additives,
lube oils, base oils, automatic transmission fluids, hydrocarbon
solvents, and other petroleum products. By proper choice of the
sample size, this test method may be used for the determination
of water from mg/kg to percent-level concentrations.28−33

The sulfur content test D-4294 method covers the
determination of total sulfur in petroleum and petroleum
products that are single-phase and either liquid at ambient
conditions, liquefiable with moderate heat, or soluble in
hydrocarbon solvents. These materials can include diesel fuel,
jet fuel, kerosene, other distillate oil, naphtha, residual oil,
lubricating base oil, hydraulic oil, crude oil, unleaded gasoline,
gasoline-ethanol blends, biodiesel, and similar petroleum
products.28−33

2.2.3. ESEM. A field-emission gun environmental scanning
electron microscope1,34−36 was utilized to study the composi-
tional features of the samples. The sample was analyzed using a
Quanta 400 ESEM at 20 kV and 10 mm working distance.
General compositional images at different magnifications were
acquired. In addition, low-resolution energy-dispersive X-ray
spectra (EDS) in the spot mode were acquired from different
particles to determine the elemental composition of the sample
particles.

2.2.4. High-Resolution WDXRF Spectrometry.37 For
WDXRF elemental composition,37 the as-received samples
were manually grounded in an agate mortar and pestle to a fine
powder and mixed thoroughly. It is imperative for accurate
quantitative analysis that the sample is finely ground and
homogeneous.14,15 Subsequently, 4 g of homogenized sample
was mixed well with 0.9 g of binder (Licowax C micropowder
PM (Hoechstwax)) using a Spex 8000 mixer/mill. Moreover,
the homogenized mixture was pressed at a pressure of 20 tons to
form the pellet sample with a diameter of 31 mm. Subsequently,
the pellet sample was irradiated with X-ray photons from the X-
ray tube. The intensity of the X-rays was processed by the
PANalytical WDXRF instrument’s software (i.e., Omnian) to
determine semiquantitatively the concentrations of the detected
elements.

2.3. Part II: Quantitative Phase Analysis by the
Rietveld Method. 2.3.1. Qualitative Analysis. For qualitative
analysis (i.e., chemical analysis, or phase identification, or
fingerprint) of X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data, Gates-
Rector and Blanton38 and Fawcett et al.39 described that the
International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) of the powder
diffraction file (PDF) database has the primary purpose to (i)
serve as a quality reference tool for the powder diffraction
community and (ii) edit, publish, and distribute XRD data for
the identification of materials. The ICDD-PDF-4+ database
consists of the crystallographic information files (CIFs) of
crystalline materials that can be used to determine phase
identification of powder diffraction data. Jenkins et al.40 pointed
out that since 1941, the PDF has been the primary qualitative
crystalline phase identification reference for powder diffraction
data. Gates et al.41 extended the ICDD-PDF database to
semicrystalline and amorphous (noncrystalline) materials. The
ICDD-PDF database provides the details of the crystal structure
of crystalline materials (e.g., space groups, lattice parameters,
atomic coordinates, and thermal parameters), which can be used
to perform phase identification, quantitative phase analysis,9−13

crystallographic preferred orientation2−5,9−16 characterization,
and crystal structure refinement by the Rietveld method.40−52

Therefore, Kuzel and Danis53 indicated that the ICDD-PDF
database and other crystallographic databases are some of the
key tools to perform structure refinements in the International of
Crystallography (IUCr) PowderDiffraction Community. Gates-
Rector and Blanton38 highlighted that the ICDD-PDF-4+
crystallographic database

(i) consists of structural details and provide the PDF card for
the inorganic and organic diffraction data used for phase
identification and material characterization by X-ray,
synchrotron, and neutron powder diffraction data;

(ii) is editorially reviewed and processed according to ISO
9001:2015, and therefore, this crystallographic database is
certified; and

(iii) is both computer- and web-accessible; serves a wide range
of disciplines covering academic, industrial, and govern-
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ment laboratories; and describes in detail the content of
database entries presented to enhance the use of the PDF.

For XRD data measurements, the as-received deposits were
manually ground by an agate mortar and a pestle for several
minutes to achieve a fine particle size.14,15 Then, the fine
powders were mounted into the sample holders of the Rigaku
Ultima IV XRD by front pressing. To perform the chemical
analysis in this study, the authors used HighScore Plus
software54 and combined with the International Powder
Diffraction Data (ICDD, 2018)38,55 of the powder diffraction
file (PDF-4+) database of the standard reference materials,
which is an excellent analytical technique used for the phase
identification of XRD data.38−53 Importantly, the phase
identification of XRD data of the very small crystalline inorganic
part materials can accurately be used to differentiate between
different forms of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) scale formation
materials (e.g., calcite or scale deposits (aragonite) or vaterite)
that have different crystal structures.2 Additionally, the iron
sulfide corrosion products that appear in the very small
quantities of the crystalline inorganic part materials of the
sludge deposits have a wide range of chemical compositions and
different crystalline structures, for example, marcasite (ortho-
rhombic), greigite (cubic), and mackinawite (tetragonal).2

2.3.2. Quantitative Phase Analysis of Whole X-ray Powder
Diffraction Pattern by the Rietveld Method. Quantitative
analysis9−13 (phase composition or wt %), i.e.,Wp, of each of the
identified phases, p, is proportional to the product of the scale
factor, s, as derived in the Rietveld refinement, with the mass and
volume of the unit cell according to

∑=
=

W s ZMV s ZMV( ) / ( )p p p
i

n

i i
1

where Z is the number of formula units per unit cell, M is the
mass of the formula unit, and V is the unit cell volume (in Å3),
respectively. The advantages of this quantitative phase analysis
by the Rietveld method compared to the conventional reference
intensity ratiomethod9−16 are that quantitative phase analysis by
the Rietveld method provides (i) accurate and precise results
without the need for complex procedures of laborious
experimental calibration and is (ii) 30 000 times quicker than
the reference intensity ratio method.
2.3.3. Reproducibility of XRD Phase Identification and

Quantifications by the Rietveld Method. Scarlett et al.13

described that one of the main sources of error to perform
accurate quantitative phase analysis of high-quality high-
resolution XRDdata by the Rietveldmethod is microabsorption,
which is the presence of absorption contrast between phases. In
some circumstances, they showed that microabsorption proves
to be challenging. In this paper, the limited amount of inorganics
deposits (i.e., nonhydrocarbon parts) were manually ground in
an agate mortar and a pestle for several minutes to achieve fine

particle size14−16 and eliminate microabsorption effects. To
reproduce the results, the sample preparations were carefully
repeatedthe size distribution of the limited amount of
inorganic deposits was modified by McCrone micronizing mill
to achieve inadequate intensity reproducibility.15,16 Excellent
agreement was obtained between the results of the two
experiments (i.e., McCrone mill-micronizing and manually
ground in an agate mortar and a pestle) and following O’Connor
et al.14the microabsorption correction was not conducted
in refinement. The results of the manually ground in an agate
mortar and a pestle for several minutes are quoted here as the
experimental data of the limited amount of the inorganic
crystalline material part of the sludge deposits were of superior
quality in terms of counting statistics.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Part I: Experimental Results. 3.1.1. Microbiological
Analysis. The as-received four samples were subjected to
microbiological investigation using the quantitative polymerase
chain reaction (qPCR) technique to determine the microbes
withMIC potential, as indicated in Table 1. The results of the oil
sample type collected from crude cooler indicated total bacteria
(BA) and sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) up to 103 cell/L.
Additionally, the corresponding results for the solid deposits
from reboilers B, C, and D indicated total bacteria and sulfate-
reducing bacteria up to 103 cell/L, iron-oxidizing bacteria (IOB)
up to 102 cell/g in both deposits from reboilers C and D, and
below detection limit (BDL) in oily sludge deposits from the
crude cooler and reboiler B. Note that the sulfate-reducing
archaea (SRA), methanogens (MET), and acid-producing
bacteria (APB) were not detected in all samples.
Table 1 shows that the sum of sulfate-reducing bacteria and

iron-oxidizing bacteria is 1.456 × 103 for the deposits from the
reboiler C sample and 4.580 × 103 for the deposits from the
reboiler D sample. Additionally, the total bacterial count is 4.99
× 103 for the deposits from reboiler C and 1.12 × 103 for the
deposits from reboiler D. It means that the total bacterial count
divided by the sum of sulfate-reducing bacteria and iron-
oxidizing bacteria is 3.427 for the deposits from the reboiler C
sample and 0.245 for the deposits from reboiler D. So, the total
bacterial count divided by the sum of sulfate-reducing bacteria
and iron-oxidizing bacteria value for the deposits from reboiler C
is approximately 14× bigger than the corresponding value for
the deposits from reboiler D.
In deposits from reboiler D, sulfate-reducing archaea more

than total bacteria results, there are different factors which can
be experimentally the sources of the systematics errors because
of the following reasons:

• The authors use a TaqMan probe in the total bacteria
protocol along with primers to target 16s RNA, while in

Table 1. Types and Counts of MIC Microbes in Oil and Solid Depositsa

microbiologically influenced corrosion results

deposits from type of deposits BA SRB SRA APB MET IOB Unit

crude cooler oil 6.53 × 103 3.11 × 103 BDL BDL BDL BDL Cell/L
reboiler B solid deposits 7.13 × 103 3.37 × 103 BDL BDL BDL BDL Cell/g
reboiler C solid deposits 4.99 × 103 6.56 × 102 BDL BDL BDL 8.00 × 102 Cell/g
reboiler D solid deposits 1.12 × 103 3.37 × 103 BDL BDL BDL 8.10 × 102 Cell/g

aBA, total bacteria; SRB, sulfate-reducing bacteria; SRA, sulfate-reducing archaea; APB, acid-producing bacteria; MET, methanogens; IOB, iron-
oxidizing bacteria; and BDL, below detection limit.
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the sulfate-reducing bacteria, SYBER green is used to
detect a functional gene.

• The target of the total quantitative bacteria polymerase
chain reaction is the V6 region of the 16S rRNA gene.
Bacteria contain amedian of three copies of the 16S rRNA
gene per genome.

• The target of sulfate-reducing quantitative bacteria
polymerase chain reaction is dissimilatory sulfite reduc-
tase subunit α and β (dsrAB) gene. Sulfate-reducing
bacteria contain a single copy of the dsrAB gene per
genome.

• The gene copy number of 16s RNA is contained to be a
medium number around three, and therefore, the
calculation will be different based on the population
target, while the gene copy in the functional gene is
usually one.

• The optimization process of the quantitative bacteria
polymerase chain reaction protocol is different: each
protocol stands alone; the total bacteria is one protocol
and the plasmid standard design based on onemesophilic,
spore-forming, thermophilic stain, whereas the sulfate-
reducing bacteria protocol is three protocols calculated as
total sulfate-reducing bacteria and the plasmid design
contain three mesophilic, spore-forming, thermophilic
microorganisms.

• In this study, the authors deal with environmental samples
from the field, and therefore, sometimes DNA extraction
efficiency varied in the species of a group of micro-
organisms that can experimentally play a role.

3.1.2. Oil Sample Special Test Examination. The oily
deposits from the crude cooler were subjected to the special test
of the Karl Fisher moisture test, which mainly determines the
trace amounts of water in the oily sample using the ASTM D-
6304 standard. The results obtained from the Karl Fisher
moisture test D-6304 for the oily sample from the crude cooler
revealed that the crude oil sample consists of 111.5 parts per
million (ppm), see Table 2. Subsequently, the sulfur content (wt

%) test of the oily sample was conducted using the ASTM D-
4294 standard, which yields a fast analysis technique for the
accurate determination of sulfur in petroleum derivatives. The
results obtained from test D-4294 for the oily sample from the
crude cooler revealed that sulfur content is 0.032 wt %, see Table
3.
3.1.3. ESEM and EDS Analyses. Figure 2A,B depicts the

ESEM compositional “Z-contrast” images acquired using a
solid-state electron backscattered detector. The acquired ESEM
image characterization data showed that the solid deposit from

reboiler B is composed of highly agglomerated microscopic
particles. The corresponding ESEM energy-dispersive X-ray
micromeasurements revealed that solid deposits from reboiler B
comprise C, O, Na, Mg, Si, S, Cl, and Ca (Figure 2A), which
suggests that scale formation has taken place in the equipment.
Nonetheless, this requires further investigation to determine the
likelihood of scale formation and decide the appropriate
remedial actions. However, the filtered deposits from reboiler
B showed the presence of different irregularly shaped micro-
scopic particles (Figure 2A). Furthermore, EDS analyses in the
spot mode showed that some of the particles were rich in Fe
oxide and others consisted of Na and Cl. The high level of C
(Figure 2A) may be due to the presence of hydrocarbons and
also from the filter paper too. Figure 3A,B shows the presence of
varying levels of Ca, C, O, S, Cl, Na, and Fe and traces of Mg, Si,
Al, and K elements in deposits from reboilers C and D.
It must be clarified that the estimated error in the performed

low-resolution energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS) analyses
is ±5 to 10% and higher for trace elements (less than 1 wt %).
There is a possible source of errors in the data due to peak
overlapping, absorption, and ESEM low-resolution energy-
dispersive spectrometry. The limitation of the ESEM and EDS is
that it has low resolution and can only be used to determine the

Table 2. Summary of the Result Obtained from the Karl
Fisher Moisture Test D-6304 for the Oily Sample from the
Crude Cooler

analytical method trace amounts of water (ppm)

Karl Fischer moisture test ASTM D-6304 111.5

Table 3. Summary of the Sulfur Content (wt %) Result for the
Oily Sample from the Crude Cooler Obtained from Sulfur
Content Test D-4294

analytical method sulfur content (wt %)

sulfur test ASTM D-4294 0.032

Figure 2. ESEM images and corresponding EDS spectra for the deposit
from reboiler B in (A) general area analysis mode and (B) spot analysis
mode (left) from Fe-rich solid particles and (right) salt-rich particles
from the filtrate sample.
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elements present in a certain location of the samples
semiquantitatively.
The authors therefore independently determined the

elements and their concentrations in the deposits from reboilers
B, C, and D by high-resolution wavelength-dispersive X-ray
fluorescence (WDXRF) spectrometry and instrument software

(i.e., Omnian), see the below section. TheWDXRF results along
with the phase identification of XRD data and quantitative phase
analysis of the identified phase obtained by the Rietveld method,
which are accurate and reproducible results, are given below.

3.1.4. Measured Elements and Their Contents Obtained
from PANalytical Advanced AXIOS WDXRF Spectrometry
Calculated by the Instrument’s Standardless Software (i.e.,
Omnian). The elements appearing in the specific area of the
solid samples in reboilers C and D were originally investigated
using the low-resolution energy-dispersive spectra (EDS-
ESEM). Subsequently, the high-resolution WDXRF spectrom-
etry and its software (i.e., Omnian) were used to determine the
elements and their concentrations semiquantitatively. Further-
more, the qualitative phase analysis (i.e., phase composition or
chemical composition) of the XRD data of crystalline materials
was conducted by combining HighScore Plus Software and
ICDD-PDF+4 software.
The detected Ca, C, O, S, Cl, Na, Fe, and traces of Mg, Si, Al,

and K elements in deposits from reboilers C and D by ESEM
images/EDS spectra were unquantified. Therefore, the contents
of each of the detected elements by high-resolution PANalytical
Advanced AXIOS WDXRF spectrometry were independently
and semiquantitatively calculated by the instrument’s stand-
ardless software (i.e., Omnian), see Figure 4. It can be clearly

seen from Figure 4 that the high-resolution WDXRF spectra
showed that the major elements are Ca and S and the minor
elements are Cl, Sr, Si, Mg, Fe, Mn, and Na. The Ca element is
formed from water. To speed up the phase identification of the
XRD data, these detected elements by XRF were included as the
chemistry restrictions during the search match using the
combined HighScore Plus Software and ICDD-PDF-4+
software, see the below section.
The basic principles of the physics of WDXRF and ESEM-

EDS spectrometry show no substantial difference, whereas for
quantification purposes, WDXRF is always better mainly
because it has a much better energy/wavelength resolution
and peak/background ratio than that of ESEM-EDS. Energy
shifts (chemical shifts) are determined by interaction of
electrons with specimens, and therefore, WDXRF provides
better accuracy and precision than those of WDXRF-EDS. It
means that when the reasonably well quantification of elements
is required, WDXRF should be used if it is available. Note that
WDXRF is highly sensitive to topography;37 it means that slight
changes in the specimen height can lead to significant changes in
the intensity.

Figure 3. ESEM surface topographical images and corresponding EDS
spectra for deposits from reboilers C and D in (A) general area analysis
mode and (B) spot analysis mode.

Figure 4. Variation between the elements and their concentrations
obtained from high-resolution WDXRF spectrometry and the instru-
ment’s standardless software (i.e., Omnian) for deposits from both
reboilers C and D.
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3.1.5. Qualitative Analysis and Quantitative Phase
Analysis of Whole-Powder Diffraction Patterns by the
Rietveld Method. Note that XRD phase identification or
fingerprinting is a qualitative method, in which the XRD pattern
of the samples was compared with every calculated pattern in the
ICDD-PDF-4+ database.32−49 Using the search-match capa-
bilities of HighScore Plus software and the ICDD-PDF database,
all crystalline phases present in the samples were identified. The
measured XRD patterns showed that the filter sample (top) hat
consists of the amorphous with the small additional of
crystalline, whereas the XRD pattern of the very small quantities
of the inorganic deposits part of sludge deposits from reboiler B
are mixed between the crystalline materials and amorphous.
Subsequently, the XRD data sets of crystalline materials were
carefully, accurately, and precisely identified by HighScore Plus
software (X’Pert HighScore Plus Version 4.8, PANalytical Inc.)
using the chemistry restrictions fromWDXRF results, see Figure
5. The results for deposits from reboiler B showed that inorganic

crystalline materials consist of anhydrite (CaSO4); calcium
carbonate (CaCO3) in the form of calcite, aragonite, and
dolomite [CaMg (CO3)2]; sodium chlorite in the form of halite
(NaCl) and silicon oxide in the form of quartz (SiO2).
In X-ray crystallography, Rietveld quantitative phase analysis

(or phase composition) means the weight percentage for each of
the identified crystalline materials (i.e., they are summed to
100.00%).2−5,9−16 The major phase (i.e., the highest weight
percentage for all of the identified phases) obtained from the
Rietveld method is anhydrate, which shows that the reboiler D
sample is higher than that of the corresponding value for the
reboiler C sample.
Note that all of the X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data were

collected at room temperature. Additionally, the most important
is that the phase identification of XRD data of the crystalline
material part of the deposits can accurately be used to
differentiate between different forms of calcium carbonate
(CaCO3) scale formationmaterials (e.g., calcite or scale deposits
(aragonite)) that have different crystal structures:

• calcite has a hexagonal structure with the space group of
R3̅c (no. 167) and cell parameters of a = b = 4.988 Å, c =
17.068 Å, α = β = 90°, and γ = 120°;2,15,16

• aragonite has an orthorhombic structure with the space
group of Pnam (no. 62) and cell parameters of a = 5.743
Å, b = 7.969 Å, c = 4.962 Å, and α = β = γ = 90°;2 and

• vaterite has a hexagonal structure with the space group of
P63/mmc (no. 194) and cell parameters of a = b = 4.130 Å,
c = 8.490 Å, α = β = 90°, and γ = 120°.2

The source of the Ca element in the XRF spectra is water. This
Ca element from XRF (Section 3.1.4) forms calcium carbonate
(CaCO3) compounds in XRD findings.
When combined HighScore Plus Software and ICDD-PDF-

4+ software were used to identify the measured XRD data, it is
an excellent analytical technique used for the phase
identification of a crystalline material in scale deposits, catalysts,
chemicals, cores, shells, clay minerals, and cement.2−5

Importantly, it can be used to identify chemical compounds
(e.g., CaCO3, NaCl, Si, etc.), whereas other complementary
techniques with their software, such as X-ray fluorescence,
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, and atomic
absorption spectroscopy techniques, can only be used to identify
elements (e.g., Na, Ca, Si, etc.) and not chemical compounds.2−5

An additional advantage of the phase identification of XRD data
with combined HighScore Plus Software and ICDD-PDF-4+
software38−55 compared to the other analytical techniques is that
the phase identification results can be used to differentiate
accurately between different forms of a chemical compoundwith
the same chemical formula.2−5 For example, calcite, aragonite,
and vaterite have the same chemical formula (CaCO3), but they
have different crystallographic structures. That means a sample
that has the same chemical formula, calcium carbonate
(CaCO3), can be identified as scale formation materials, e.g.,
calcite, or scale deposits (aragonite) or vaterite. Moreover, iron
sulfides that are formed have a wide range of chemical
compositions and different crystalline structures can be
identified as, for example, pyrite (FeS2), marcasite (FeS2),
mackinawite (FeS0.9), pyrrhotite (Fe7S8), and greigite (Fe3S4).
It is very important to know the form of an iron sulfide because
some of these iron sulfides are pyrophoric, presenting a risk of
ignition. Furthermore, the phase identification results of the
XRD data can also differentiate among the hydration states of
the compounds in the sample, for example, distinguishing
gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O) from both basanite (CaSO4·0.5H2O)
and anhydrite (CaSO4).

2

When the Rietveld method9−16 was used to quantify the
whole X-ray powder diffraction pattern (see Sections 2.3.2 and
2.3.3), the results revealed that the major phase is anhydrite
(CaSO4) with the addition of calcite (CaCO3), aragonite
(CaCO3), halite (NaCl), quartz (SiO2), and dolomite (CaMg
(CO3)2), see Figure 5. The findings are supported by the XRF
results (see Figure 4).

3.2. Discussions. 3.2.1. Part I. Investigations into the
microbiologically influenced corrosion (Figure 1 and Table 1)
showed the presence of total bacteria and sulfate-reducing
bacteria in all samples from crude oil and deposits from reboiler
B, reboiler C, and reboiler D. However, the sulfate-reducing
archaea, acid-producing bacteria, and methanogens were not
detected in all samples. Note that the iron-oxidizing bacteria
were only detected in the deposits from reboilers C andD. Based
on microbiologically influenced corrosion risk threshold, the
crude oil, and considered a medium microbiologically
influenced corrosion, whereas the deposits from reboiler B,
reboiler C, and reboiler D exhibited medium microbiologically
influenced corrosion risk. It is interesting to note that the ESEM
image of deposits from reboiler B showed that the solid deposits
are composed of highly agglomerated microscopic particles. For
oil sample special test examination, it can be highlighted that
although dissolved water seriously damages the lubricating
properties of oil and promotes component corrosion, increased
water concentrations (>500 ppm) indicate possible condensa-
tion, coolant leakage, or process leakage around the seals, and

Figure 5. Quantitative phase analysis of the very small amount of the
crystalline material parts of the deposits both from reboilers C and D
obtained from the Rietveld method.
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low levels of dissolved water by the Karl Fischer test indicate low
concentrations (111 ppm). Additionally, corrosive sulfur and
the effect are already known and can be significant. The extent of
corrosion damage caused by sulfur, if left unchecked, can be so
severe as to cause the failure of the apparatus. The result of the
sulfur content was in a low range of 0.032 wt % in this study, and
such a percentage has no direct or immediate effect on
corrosion. For ESEM and low-resolution EDS study, the results
suggested that scale formation has taken place in the equipment.
In contrast, the filtrated deposits from reboiler B showed the
presence of different irregularly shaped microscopic particles
(Figures 2 and 3). The element concentration (wt %)37

obtained from high-resolution PANalytical Advanced AXIOS
WDXRF spectrometry and the instrument’s standardless
software (i.e., Omnian) revealed that the major elements are
Ca and S and the minor elements are Cl, Sr, Si, Mg, Fe, Mn, and
Na (Figure 4). The Ca element is formed from water.
3.2.2. Part II. The elemental compositions obtained from

high-resolution PANalytical Advanced AXIOS WDXRF spec-
trometry and Omnian software were used as restrictions in
qualitative analysis (i.e., phase identification) of the high-
resolution X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data of the small
amount of crystalline material part of the deposits.2−5 The XRD
patterns of the deposits from reboiler B are amorphous, which
cannot be identified. The XRD data of the deposits from reboiler
C and reboiler D showed that they are crystalline materials.
When the XRD data of the crystalline material part of the
deposits from reboiler C and reboiler D were identified by
combined HighScore Plus and ICDD-PDF-4+, the results
revealed that the data consist of anhydrite (CaSO4), calcite
(CaCO3), aragonite (CaCO3), halite (NaCl), quartz (SiO2),
and dolomite (CaMg (CO3)2). Subsequently, when Rietveld
refinement was used to determine quantitative phase analysis of
the identified phases,9−16 the results indicated that the major
phase is anhydrite with the addition of calcite, aragonite, halite,
quartz, and dolomite phases, see Figure 5. The findings are
supported by the elemental composition (wt %)37 results
obtained from WDXRF spectrometry and Omnian software
(Figure 4) for deposits from both reboilers C and D. Therefore,
the Rietveld quantitative phase analysis results can guide the
engineers at the affected refineries and gas plants to overcome
the problems by devising the appropriate corrective proce-
dures.2−5

When the results obtained from microbiologically influenced
corrosion investigation were correlated with the Rietveld
quantitative phase analysis of high-resolution X-ray powder
diffraction (XRD) data of the crystalline material part of scale
deposits from both reboilers C andD, it can be highlighted these
deposits contained compounds of anhydrite (CaSO4), calcite
(CaCO3), aragonite (CaCO3), halite (NaCl), quartz (SiO2),
and dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2), which shows high levels of Ca
element fromXRF. However, XRD shows low levels of microbes
with microbiologically influenced corrosion potential with the
small addition of corrosion products in the form of magnetite
(Fe3O4) for the deposits from reboiler D only. Therefore, it is
not likely that microbiologically influenced corrosion microbes
contributed to the formation of the accumulated solids in the
system. To have more decisive evidence of the origin of scales
and the possible contribution of microbiologically influenced
corrosion in the formation of deposits in the refineries and gas
plants, frequent sampling and Rietveld quantitative phase
analysis9−16 from upstream locations are recommended to be
conducted.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, the authors (i) conducted a laboratory-
based case study for the characterization of corrosion deposits
from a crude cooler and reboilers in a Saudi Aramco refinery by
microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) using microbial,
metallurgic, and special analyses and (ii) correlate the Rietveld
quantitative phase analysis of high-resolution X-ray powder
diffraction (XRD) data of scale deposits to the microbe
compositions so that rapid in-field microbiological assays
could be carried out to assess the potential of MIC. Based on
the results, it can be concluded that the

• MIC investigation showed that the total bacteria and
sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) were detected in all
sampling locations. Methanogens, acid-producing bac-
teria, and sulfate-reducing archaea were not detected in all
samples. Iron-oxidizing bacteria (IOB) were detected in
the solid samples from reboilers C and D.

• Low loads of general bacteria and low levels of microbes
with MIC potential were detected in both C and D
samples. The trace amount of corrosion products in one
sample and the low level of MIC microbes cannot justify
the contribution of MIC microbes in the formation of the
accumulated solids in the system.

• The MIC findings recommend conducting frequent
sampling and analysis including water, oil, and solid
from upstream locations to have more decisive evidence
of the likelihood of the scale formation and possible
contribution of MIC in the formation of solid deposits in
the plant.

• Quantitative phase analysis by the Rietveld method
revealed that themajor phase is calcium sulfate in the form
of anhydrate and the minor phases are calcium carbonate
in the form of calcite and aragonite, silicon oxide in the
form of quartz, and the iron oxide corrosion product in the
form of magnetite. The results are supported by the high-
resolution wavelength-dispersive X-ray fluorescence
(WDXRF) results.

• These accurate and reproducible X-ray crystallography
findings can guide the field engineers at the refineries and
gas plants to overcome the problems of the affected
equipment by drawing up the right procedures and taking
preventive actions to stop the generation of these
particular deposits.
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